Wednesday Walk Report
13/7/2016
Pasko property, McFarlanes Hill
Leader Dan Jones, Parklands Albury Wodonga

An intrepid group of Wednesday Walkers braved the freezing wind
and uncertain weather for a great walk on the Pasko’s property on
McFarlanes Hill last Wednesday.
This 9ha block is currently divided into two paddocks and adjoins
the McFarlanes Hill bush reserve. The paddock adjoining the reserve
is covenanted to protect the indigenous vegetation and natural
characteristics of the bush. Until approximately 7 years ago, this area
was part of a large farm and would have been used for sheep and
cattle grazing.
The Paskoes will be building on the block and need to retain a wildfire buffer zone around the house site. They
are considering running some domestic stock and are keen to learn about the land and how to look after it.
The naturally occurring vegetation on the property is classified as ‘Plains Grassy Woodland’ and
‘Grassy Woodland’ (see Ecological Vegetation Class map attached). These woodlands are typically
variable open eucalypt woodlands to 15 m tall. Understorey includes a diverse ground layer of
grasses and herbs. The shrub component is usually sparse. The tree canopy typically covers
approximately 15% (ie 15 trees per hectare), with the character species being Grey, White and
Yellow Box, Blakely’s Red Gum, But-But, White Cypress-pine and Drooping Sheoak. A list of the
plants indigenous to the area is attached – these are the plants that will provide the best habitat for
the native birds and animals of the area

From our starting point near the entrance gate Dan points out the obvious
differences between this and the neighbouring properties. This property has a
thick ground cover of a variety of perennial grasses, which have seeded, where
the neighbouring properties do not. This thick ground cover is important in
slowing down water runoff, keeping the soil stable and preventing erosion.
The difference we can see is the effect of grazing.
From the outset we notice native grasses in the mix, which makes this a
special block from an ecological perspective. In particular we note Weeping
Grass (Microleana stipoides, photo right), Red Leg Grass (Bothriochloa macra )
and Spear Grass (Austrostipa scabra ). These are preferred by kangarooos
and we see plenty of evidence that they regularly graze the block. Weeping
Grass is a beautiful native grass which can be grown as a lawn with minimal
water, is palatable to sheep and cattle, remains low growing even if left to
seed, and most importantly, is green in summer.
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On the cleared, flatter ground, which would have been preferentially grazed
by cattle, there are more introduced pasture species (eg Paspalum and
Panic), annual grasses and broad-leafed pasture weeds. This is the preferred
house site and would also be the best area to fence for domestic livestock,
not only for convenience to the house but to match the eating habits of the
stock with the dominant (introduced) grasses.
Left: Red Leg Grass (Bothriochloa macra ) native and palatable to stock
Right and below: Spear Grass
(Austrostipa scabra ).An attractive
clumping grass with feathery seed
heads.

Broad leaf weeds noted include
Plantain (this is a weed from an
environmental perspective but
considered a useful herb for
domestic livestock) Capeweed,
Flatweed, Patterson’s Curse,
Twiggy mullein, Storksbill or
Erodium, Fleabane and assorted
Thistles (all detrimental to stock
health, unpalatable or undesirable
for other reasons). These could all
be controlled using a broadleaf
herbicide such as MCPA, sprayed individually from a backpack sprayer.
The ‘Broad leaf Baddies’:
Plaintain

Capeweed

Thistle
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Patterson’s Curse

Flatweed (aka dandelion)

Twiggy Mullein. Below: rosette stage. Right: last summer’s seed head.
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Blackberry Nightshade

Inkweed

Dan also pointed out a number of berry based weeds as we move up the hill. These are spread by birds and foxes
and require vigilance to keep on top of. Foxes love berries and easily
travel 20km in a night, pooping out seeds along the way.
Blackberry nightshade and Inkweed (photos previous page) are easily
hand pulled, while Briar Rose and Blackberry are best cut and paint
treated when small, or sprayed. When large patches of blackberry
have been sprayed, the dead wood will need to be removed (ie burnt)
the following year and regrowth treated – they are tough plants!! As
the photo left shows, regrowth is currently creeping up under the
dead mass. Within a year this blackberry could be larger than it was
before spraying if these small plants are not treated.
In the top left hand corner we can see a fig tree which also appears to have been sprayed. This also will need retreating to ensure the job is done. Fig trees are also spread by birds and foxes eating the fruits, and have
potential to form large monocultures, especially along creek lines.
What is an environmental weed? The ‘Bush Invaders’ booklet describes them as “non-indigenous (ie
not native to the area) plants that invade bushland”. Environmental weeds have the ability to
spread and create large populations by themselves. They can be Australian native plants (for
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example Cootamundra Wattle) but by far the majority are European or African garden plants and
fruit trees or grasses that have been imported as pasture species for sheep and cattle. The problem
is that these plants decrease biodiversity by creating large monocultures, prevent native species
from growing, and do not provide the same services within the natural ecosystem as the natives
they replace (eg in terms of food and shelter).
About a third of the way up the slope Dan points out a distinct change in vegetation; more native grasses and
less grassy weeds, native groundcover species like Raspwort (below left), Resurrection fern (below centre),
Cranesbill (below right), regenerating Eucalypts (Gums and Box species) and Acacia Implexa or Lightwood. The
character of the hill here is steep and more rocky than below, and it is likely that a change in soil type
corresponds to these vegetation changes. Separating these different land types with stock fencing would be a
good start to being able to manage the different vegetation appropriately (if domestic stock are to be run).

Left: Unidentified native groundcover species

Left: beautiful
specimens of
Blakely’s Red
Gum or Hill Red
Gum, (E.
blakelyi)

Right: natural
progress – Lightwood

regeneration in
(A. implexa)

Below: 3 different
of regenerating

juvenile leaves
Kurrajong
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seedlings. It is quite unusual to see so many seedling Kurrajongs – a definite asset to the property!

The upper slopes of the block are beautiful and a great
example of a regenerating bush block, with elements of
most of the layers needed in this type of ecological
system. One of the drivers of these systems is timber on
the ground, and Dan pointed out the fallen timber which
has been allowed to rot in-situ. This process provides the
powerhouse of fertility in native ecosystems, replenishing
the soil and generating millions of bacteria and fungi
which in turn feed insects, birds and reptiles, and so it
goes on. Logs provide living spaces for all manner of
native species, as well as food and shelter from extremes
of heat and cold – even from bushfires as they pass over.
People used to view fallen timber merely as ‘rubbish’ to be
cleaned up, or wood to be used in our fireplaces. Unfortunately
removal of fallen timber has contributed significantly to the
decline of native species in Victoria, with at least 17 animals and
20 bird species threatened by firewood collection from
roadsides, native forests and woodlands. The perception that
fallen timber increases fire risk is also incorrect; it is the small
branches and leaves that firewood collectors leave in heaps that
add to fire risk, not the large timber that retains moisture as it
rots.
View from the hill:
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As we head across the hill there are other points of interest; a Wedgetailed Eagle soaring above (proof that there
is still enough habitat for them in the area) (photo below right); a small spring running from the hillside, with
rushes and sedges growing (below) (providing variety of habitat = biodiversity!).

We go through the fence into the covenanted block. Dan points out the deliberate omission of barbed wire from
this fence; Barbed wire is a significant hazard for gliders as their loose gliding skin is easily caught on the barbs
and they are unable to extricate themselves. It is a sad sight to see these beautiful creatures hung up on fences,
where they die quickly of exposure and starvation.
Heading back down the hill we see a few more weeds: Cleavers or Sticky weed, which likes to grow in the richer
humus under trees; Horehound which also likes to grow at the base of trees; Briar Rose, which spreads by the
‘hips’, and plenty of thistles of all types on the flat below.
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Cleavers:

Horehound:

Briar Rose:

The final feature of our walk is a beautiful box tree, in flower. It contains some mistletoe which adds to the
biodiversity of the system. This is not a threat to the tree while the tree is supported by a functioning natural
ecosystem; food (flowering shrubs) and habitat (hollows) for possums around the tree will ensure they keep the
mistletoe under control. In relation to this, Dan mentions the possibility of installing Nest boxes on the property.
This will provide homes for birds and possums
while large hollows are developing.

A correction regarding a feature we noticed: the galls on the Lightwood trees.
These are are characteristic of Lightwoods but are not formed by wasps as we
thought. According to PlantNet: “ Besides being formed by insects, galls may
also be formed by some fungi, such as by the Uromycladium sp. fungus. This
infestation, which may cause large brown galls, often observed on Acacia
implexa trees, can be severe, and at times, debilitate the plant. The insects
which may be associated with these galls… are not the cause of the
malformation”.
Thanks so much to the Pasko family for hosting this walk. It’s always really
interesting to see a different landscape and we learnt a lot along the way. Good
luck with your stewardship of this beautiful block!
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Summary: Pasko property, McFarlanes Hill
Assets
A framework of large remnant Blakeley’s Red Gum and Box trees (Yellow, Grey)
Fallen timber left in-situ and in various stages of decomposition.
Extensive swards of native grasses (microlaena, red-leg grass)
Well grassed steep gullies with no active erosion.
Active regeneration of native species in progress, particularly eucalypts, acacia and kurrajongs.
Direct and extensive linkages with adjoining bushland reserve.
Active protection via covenanted land.
Kangaroo population grazing.
Minimal woody weeds.
Much of the fencing has no barbed wire.

Threats
Berry based, fox & bird spread exotic plants (Briar Rose, Blackberry, Inkweed, Nightshade)
Woody Weeds including fig
Non- native grasses (Paspalum, Panic), broad-leaf weeds (flatweed, capeweed, Pattersons curse,
thistles), herbs (Horehound, St Johns Wort).
Introduction of domestic livestock
Potential for overabundance of kangaroos

Management Actions
Planning
Develop a map based property plan for the block including priority protection areas, weed occurrence,
proposed fencing, water points, stock paddocks, access gates and tracks etc.
Utilise flatter land for domestic livestock.
Restrict access to steep/ bush areas by domestic livestock.
Follow the Bradley Technique in bush areas - Protection of the Best Bits First.
Determine management actions around what’s manageable/ viable for the family.
Seek support for revegetation/habitat improvement projects beyond family capacity – eg Landcare
project funding for fencing, bulk native plant supply etc.
Monitor kangaroo population as over-population can destroy native vegetation.

Regeneration
Aim for:
Designated environmental zones with no domestic stock access.
Methods
Appropriate fencing for sheep/goats/horses
Monitor kangaroo population and reduce if necessary
Priorities
Upper slopes
Covenanted paddock

Weed control
Aim for:
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Removal of weeds in low numbers before they seed this summer.
Annual maintenance to remove new seedlings.
Methods:
Hand pull small plants such as horehound, nightshade, inkweed (winter ideal)
Cut and paste single blackberry plants, fig tree and briar roses.
Burn sprayed blackberry clumps in winter and spray regrowth when it is actively growing in summer.
Backpack with Broadleaf spray for broad leafed weeds.
Chemicals:
MCPA based products eg Agritone
Metasulfuron-methyl based eg Brush-off
Triclopyr and picloram based eg Grazon
Recommend a Farm Chemical User course and certification for understanding of storage,
transportation and usage. Wodonga TAFE runs these and can also be found online.
Priorities:
Prioritise aggressive invaders (blackberry, briar rose)
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Native Plants indigenous to
McFarlanes Hill

‘Plains Grassy Woodland & Grassy
Woodland’ Ecological Vegetation Classes
- Perfect for attracting native birds
and animals –

Legend:

Bold text = more common in the area

Trees

Notes

Allocasuarina luehmannii (UT) Buloke

Aim for approx. 1% large and 3% understorey
trees in planting mix

Eucalyptus camaldulensis River Red-gum
Eucalyptus melliodora Yellow Box
Eucalyptus microcarpa Grey Box
Acacia dealbata (UT) Silver Wattle
Acacia implexa (UT) Lightwood
Acacia pravissima (UT) Ovens Wattle

Plan for trees 25-40m apart to allow aborial
mammals to move between trees
Trees = Woody plants (include large shrubs)
over 5m
(UT) Understorey Trees = trees or large shrubs
> 5m that do not form part of the canopy

Brachychiton populneus Kurrajong
Eucalyptus albens White Box
Eucalyptus bridgesiana But But / Apple Box
Eucalyptus goniocalyx Long-leaf Box / Bundy
Eucalyptus macrorhyncha Red Stringybark
Eucalyptus polyanthemos Red Box

Shrubs

Aim for approx. 10% shrubs in planting mix.

Acacia paradoxa (MS) Hedge Wattle
Bursaria spinosa subsp. lasiophylla (MS) Hairy
Bursaria
Cassinia aculeata 2(MS) Common Cassinia 2

(MS) Medium 1-5m
(SS) Small 20cm-1m
(PS) Prostrate <50cm

Dillwynia cinerascens (SS) Grey Parrot-pea
Dillwynia sericea (SS) Showy Parrot-pea
Eutaxia microphylla (SS) Common Eutaxia
Pimelea curviflora (SS) Curved Rice-flower
Acacia rubida (MS) Red-stem Wattle
Daviesia leptophylla (MS) Narrow-leaf Bitter-pea
Dillwynia sericea (SS) Showy Parrot-pea
Dodonaea viscosa subsp. angustissima
(MS)Slender Hop-bush
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Hakea microcarpa (MS) Small-fruit Hakea
Hibbertia riparia (SS) Erect Guinea-flower
Hovea heterophylla (SS) Common Hovea
Indigofera australis (MS) Austral Indigo

Groundcovers
Aristida behriana (M) Brush Wire-grass
Arthropodium strictum (LH) Chocolate Lily
Austrodanthonia carphoides (M) Short Wallabygrass

Aim for approx 36% grasses, 50% other
groundcovers in planting mix.

(L) Large grass-like plant >1m
(M) Medium grass-like plant 10cm-1m

Austrostipa nodosa (L) Knotty Spear-grass

(T) Tiny grass-like plant <10cm

Austrostipa scabra (M) Rough Spear-grass

(LH) Large herb>50cm

Bothriochloa macra (M) Red-leg Grass

(MH) Medium herb 5-20cm

Bulbine bulbosa (MH) Bulbine Lily

(SH) Small or prostrate herb < 5cm

Chloris truncata (M) Windmill Grass

(GF) Ground Fern

Convolvulus erubescens (SH) Pink Bindweed

(SC) Scrambler/climber

Dianella longifolia (M) Pale Flax-lily
Elymus scaber (M) Common Wheat-grass
Eragrostis parviflora (L) Weeping Love-grass
Eryngium ovinum (LH) Blue Devil
Geranium retrorsum (MH) Grassland Cranesbill
Goodenia pinnatifida (MH) Cut-leaf Goodenia
Hypoxis vaginata var. vaginata (MH) Yellow Star
Lachnagrostis filiformis (M) Common Blown-grass
Leptorhynchos squamatus (MH) Scaly Buttons
Lomandra filiformis (M) Wattle Mat-rush
Senecio tenuiflorus (LH) Slender Fireweed
Themeda triandra (M) Kangaroo Grass
Arthropodium milleflorum (LH) Pale Vanilla-lily
Austrodanthonia eriantha (M) Hill Wallaby-grass
Bulbine bulbosa (MH) Bulbine Lily
Carex appressa (L) Tall Sedge
Chrysocephalum apiculatum (LH) Common
Everlasting
Dianella revoluta (M) Black-anther Flax-lily
Lepidosperma laterale (M) Variable Sword-sedge
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Lomandra longifolia (L) Spiny-headed Mat-rush
Microlaena stipoides (M) Weeping Grass
Microseris sp. 3 (LH) Yam Daisy
Poa sieberiana (M) Grey Tussock-grass
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